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!e Site: Södra Hamnen, Luleå
Characters: Central located, old harbor, food company's building, 
at parking lots Design Idea

City for people, not for property: a design meets people's "Wild Needs"
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!e Ideas
Public spaces are the primary sites of public culture. People can 
meet their “wild needs” at these places. Such “wild needs”, in our 
understanding, is not only and always “need wild nature”. It’s 
should also including social and urban aspects of view, as people 
no matter know each other or not can socialize or enjoy themselves 
“wildly” and freely. !us, such public places could perform as both 
site and sight, meeting place and social staging ground. 
!e City
Luleå is located in the northern part of Sweden. It has subarctic 
climate with short, mild summers and long, cold and snowy 
winters. !e population density (1,578 hab/Km2) of this city is 1/3 
of Stockholm’s. However, it is Sweden’s 7th most populated city and 
the harbor of Luleå is 5th largest harbor. !e life style of the city is 
people like outside activities, and people usually go out of the city 
to do them, as the city center doesn’t o"er suitable places.
!e Site 
Södra Hamnen is an old harbor, situated in the central part of 
Luleå, with walking distance to the heard of the city. It is as large 
as 1.8ha. Currently, the function of it is a parking lot with limited 
amount of vehicles, while a food company is occupied the single 
building on it. It can be seen as a large area with simple functions. 
However, the surroundings of Södra Hamnen generally are 
residential areas, which is one of the most densi#ed parts of the city.  
!us, we consider the exisiting building could be removed.
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Analysis of Luleå City Centre
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1: Skating Board
2: Sand Beach

3: Water Front Square 
4: Parking Lots

Master Plan
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Function
Red: "Active wildly"
Blue: Parking lots
Yellow: "Communicate wildly"
Green: "Relax wildly"
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!e Project
This project is about how public spaces could be created on 
the conditions of people using it toward the use value of 
urban space. As Södra Hamnen is a central located place, we 
are aiming to propose a public space can meet people’s “wild 
needs”. With the consideration of nature conditions, location 
and surroundings, we defined “wild needs” for this place as 
“communicate wildly”, “active wildly” and “relax wildly”.
!e skating boards’ area is proposed to meet the needs of “active 
wildly”, as we found that Luleå citizens love sports, while the 
city center doesn’t offer enough and suitable places. As Luleå 
has long and snowy winters, and people like winter sports, 
these boards can be used by skating in the summer and skiing 
in the winter. People, especially young persons from surround 
areas, could enjoy X-sports all year round at this place. 
The sand beach area is designed to meet the needs of 
“communicate wildly” and “relaxing wildly”. Although Luleå 
only has a short and warm summer, people still like to enjoy 
the sunshine during such season. Within such area, people can 
enjoy their “fika time” in suitable seasons, and have face-to-
face interaction. While during the wintertime, the beach could 
be fulfilled by water, and be changed to a ice skating square. 
It could perform as a start or destination for people enjoying 
skating on the sea and wildly nature.
At the same time, we kept and redesigned part of the old 
parking lot with a proper size, as part of parking area for 
surround residential areas. 


